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Society today rejects the idea of absolute truth and is openly hostile toward God. For boys who
want to be more like Christ, going through adolescence in this culture is like crossing a minefield
without a map. They need parents and youth workers to engage with them early and equip them
with the skills needed to thrive. Checkpoints plots a course through this enemy territory that not
only steers young men toward godliness but also explains how to avoid potential pitfalls.
Checkpoints honestly talks about the core issues boys face, opening a vital dialogue between
fathers and sons, pastors and students. Key takeaways:Created by student pastors with 20+
years in ministry8 lessonsWritten in a devotional styleGuys spend just 15 minutes each day to
prepare them for their small group time.
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R. Roberts, “A Good Battle Plan for Life. I am 65 years old and helped to lead a group of adult
men and teen boys through this disciple study.I was stopped for two hours at one topic and
question that I had not fully resolved in my own life. It brought me to clarity as I persisted to an
answer.It is a great book targeted for a 14-20 year old, but an adult leader will also learn and
mature in completing it. It exposed some of the areas even a mature believe may have missed or
needs targeted attention.”

@ChipHelton, “Buy this book, but only if you want to be challenged to become a MAN (or a
better man)!. As a student pastor for 18 years and a father for 17 years, allow me to HIGHLY
recommend this book (if I could, I would give 10 stars, IT IS that good) I have sent several of my
high school boys through this book and they are in turn leading our middle school boys small
groups though it! (How AWESOME is that?1!) I have also went through this with my son who is
13, and the material is perfect for his age and even younger, however it still hits home with the
older teenagers and even us adults ... Man, boy, father, son or Student Pastor do yourself a favor
BUY THIS BOOK and READ IT then READ IT AGAIN! You will not be wasting your time! 10
STARS 2 Thumbs up!!!”

Dan, “Military style guidance-Keeping it Simple. I found this book after searching for another
bible study guide to do with my sons. Very military like, strait forward and to the point, a easier
study guide to do with busy lives. My sons enjoy it as well being that they grew up around the
military life style, hearing the stories playing the video games and watching military movies. It
gives us a way to come together talk and learn the word of God.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Open discussions from Checkpoints: Great for families, peer
groups( HS, College or Adults). Checkpoints is an excellent choice for those looking to follow a
Biblical path into manhood. Whether you want to walk alongside a growing adult or journey the
path with your peers I've found this a great guide. The Authors mix great stories and practical life
examples with challenging questions and activities designed to deepen the understanding of
each Checkpoint.I carry the ebook version on my smartphone and have the paperback copy at
home for my son. We are working through it with my brother and nephew, a great way for 16 yr
olds to learn more about themselves and their fathers (us!)I've the book a chance. I've sent
copies to college-aged friends looking for guidance as they are away from home.It is well worth
the price of the vote and 40 days of your time!”

Bryan Thomas, “SOLID and PRACTICAL. I am a student pastor and I bought several copies of
this book to mentor middle and high school guys. The content and structure of this book is great!
Solid gospel-centered teach along with relatable stories and action steps. This is a great book to
go through when discipling young men!”



ATA Mom, “Wonderful Guidebook. This has been great for my son and his friends to prepare for
high school next year. 32 out of 38 boys are participating and they all love it. As a mom I am
very pleased and impressed.”

Natashia L, “Awesome devotional highly recommend for tactical survival men. It's a down to
earth tactical viewpoint for men. Hubby loves it”

The book by Brian Mills has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 45 people have provided feedback.
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